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About This Game

Arkhelom 3D is a shoot-em'up inspired by classics of the genre. It combines horizontal, vertical and side-scrolling levels, over
70 enemies types (including final bosses), 24 amazing levels, online world ranking, 9 ships types with evolution levels and a lot
of items to improve your lasers, missiles and droids. Also special items: "stop time" and "capture enemies". Play levels ir order

you prefer with progressive difficulty.
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Title: Arkhelom 3D
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
DreamsSoftGames
Publisher:
DreamsSoftGames
Release Date: 29 May, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: Pentium IV

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 7 compatible graphics card with 1 GB memory

DirectX: Version 7.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: 16 bits

English,French,Italian
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This is one of those games that needs a "neutral" button.

Really Good Stuff:
The hidden object screens are fun - and very unusual. Most objects are in two pieces, not just undersomething or inside
something. And they are not dependent on solving them in a special order, which is very nice.

Some of the mini games were fun. Clever without being too difficult and there were serveral very unusual types, not just the
standard ones.

The Story was nice, and for once no violance in the story-line, which I appreciated. Just people making the wrong turning.

There was actualy quite a lot of substance to the game. Especially when you concider the price. I've paid more for games that
took less time to get through than this one.

OK Stuff:
The music and graphics and voice acting were OK and pretty standard for this type of game.

Not So Good - to frustrating:
Most of the time the Hint button would just drop you in a different screen - and then take forever to load.

We have gotten used to a Map system that let us know where the next step is. This was very lacking.

The Worst Things:
Sometimes, and far too often, objects you need for the HOG were under the center Inventory strip - and that made finding them
next to impossible.

The map does NOT take you to a room - it drops you outside of a building, which you have to enter and then move to the
different rooms inside. The exit/go back arrow didn't work too well and it was often eaiser to go to the map and then find the
right room. Which was pity.

Conclusion:
Not at all bad. Not Artifex Mundi, but for 1/10th of the price, without being on sale, not a bad buy.

. It's not Contra. It doesn't have the pace or the sheer amount of enemies or bullets on screen to live up to that comparison.

Probably more fun than throwing 279 pennies at the homeless.. Love it and kinda hate it.

It's a great looking game with a kick\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665soundtrack, love the overall style of it all. Plays nicely
for the most part.

My main complaint is how it's much more a game of "avoid everything and run for your life" than a SHMUP. Your weapons hit
like wet noodles, you can hardly kill 2-3 of the 40 enemies on screen, which almost makes it pointless to even be firing at times.

Maybe it's balanced around coop? I'll be trying this soon, so we'll see. But still, it's a very well made game and I recommend it
for someone looking for something a little between a regular SHMUP and a bullet hell (sort of).. If you like the Total War
series, and you like RPGs, this is a great marriage of the two concepts.. to muxh bug and crash. Meh. It's alright, prefered the
older one.. Transport Tycoon deluxe? - 100/100 OTTD? - 100/100 Simutrans - nice try but i prefer orgnial ;p
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Menus, sounds, visuals, and controls exceed expectations. In its short run-time, the game evokes feelings of mystery, mastery,
and triumph. The trickier targets offer some degree of replayability, though the scoring system is so opaque I didn't know what
to prioritize in subsequent runs. The feedback from hitting targets was rather lackluster, especially considering the lack of
thematic constraints. Though it all comes down to shooting targets in the end, the inclusion of the leviathan adds a mistique that
is impossible to ignore! Overall, Arrowpoint good fun for ~20 minutes and outstanding in its class. I look forward to next
week's.. this is my life now. This game has a very interesting theme and I would recomend you play it.

10\/10. Personally, I don't think the immense amount of negative reviews are warranted for this game. It was free and I saw that
it was a part of the Deus Ex universe so I thought I might as well give it a shot. If you can download it, I would highly
recommend giving it a shot. I really enjoy it as it has a more arcade-y (?) feel to it than the other deus ex games. Combined with
weapon rarities, abilities, and levels gives this game a feel reminiscent of... the arcade mode from Phantasy Star Universe but
with stealth and first person. It's honestly a refreshing change from the clonal drivel that constitutes most RPG's these days. And
yes, there is a cash component, but I have never needed to buy anything. Additionally, if one hits a wall in progression, one can
wait a day and redo easy levels for the daily reward. I would definitely recommend this free game if you like progression and
the Deus Ex mechanics.. Cynical. That's what this game felt like to me. Maybe that was the point, maybe it wasn't, I honestly
couldn't tell you.

Playing the whole game, getting 100%, the game felt simultaneously like a scathing parody or commentary of everything it was
involved in, but at the same time felt played incredibly straight. It was like it could never decide what it wanted to be, and
because of that, ended up just feeling muddled and like there was no point. And yet I felt as though I was being taunted by the
fact that there WAS no point, because isn't that the whole point in itself? It was a very confused and twisted message through
the whole game.

To be honest, I'm sure most of you are interested in this game because of the visuals. Me too. I can't deny the visuals are a
serious spectacle, I really enjoyed them for a good portion of the game, although they definitely fall off in the later half,
particularly once you get on a ship and from that point on. However, I must also mention that even earlier on, this game may
cause eye strain, as I was getting mild headaches from playing it even for shorter periods of time.

Speaking of the later half of the game though. It feels like the most effort got put into the first few areas to really catch your
attention and then it dwindles slowly into a more and more hopeless and colorless game. You could say that's the point, but
again, I'd say that doesn't inherently make the game better for it.

The game itself has a lot of jokes that are very hit-or-miss, for a pretty good chunk of them I just found myself awkwardly
staring at the joke for a second or two and then moving on to the next thing, which was usually yet another joke. Maybe I'm just
too jaded for the jokes in this game, so I'll blame myself for that one and say I could definitely see someone else enjoying them,
but I do think the humor should still be brought up for consideration when buying the game.

Not gonna lie though, humor aside, this game has a huge problem with the ol' "oh sorry, this thing I made you do was pointless.
ANYWAY too bad" lines, and I don't dig that. It's such a backhanded way of saying that the devs knew they made something
for padding and they don't care.

If there's one thing I have to give the game though, the soundtrack is genuinely fantastic. The ending song for the game is a
delight and I will probably stick it on a playlist. If you decide to not purchase the game, definitely look into the game's music..
It's almost identical to kingdom rush & Castle Defense, Doesn't look bad & Crash-free, it works good so far. Played 5 levels so
far and it's getting interesting. Unlocked already the second hero & Upgraded 3 towers!. Gameplay is fun. Good time waster if
you're waiting on a new game and got bored with the ones you have. Not really much to draw you back in though. Story is
mediocre and there's only a handful of mission types.

I noticed a lot of complaints mostly only point to 2 issues I want to address. First is the ammo. I have literally never had to buy
ammo with cash. I've beaten a few of the big guys and yes they're tough, but it doesnt force you to buy anything with cash.

Another complaint I've seen is people saying this game *BELONGS* on mobile, as if the platform it's on makes the game good
or bad. This is absurd and only reason that should be a issue on any game is if the complaint is that it is missing from a platform,
not that it shouldnt be on a platform.
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Rant over.. mehhhh... waste of money
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